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What is data acquisition system(DAQ) ?
process a signal generated in a detector 

and saving the interesting information on a storage

from wikipedia
2
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MPPC: circuit board to supply voltage bias and get the signal

https://www.hamamatsu.com/jp/en/product/type/S13360-1325CS/index.html

(Example connection from Hamamatsu)

HV-IN 
(~56.7V)

Signal OUT
MPPC mounted inside
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Use 50Ohm in this demonstration 

It’s good if you can practice to 
build this by  
your own. 
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sensor 
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analog 
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image file, 
waveform data 

(digital data)

USB

PC

Oscilloscope
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A specific example (1): J-PARC neutrino beamline
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Primary proton transport line

Super-conducting 
combined-function magnets

×

Beam monitors

Target

Time structure of J-PARC beam 
8 bunch in 5μsec is monitored

save signal waveform from sensors
Beam Test for CT

T2K Collaboration Meeting@Tokai 106/Feb/2018

measured by 
UW-FADC

measured by 
CAVALIER

some 
magnets

We could confirm CAVALIER reads waveform for CT properly.  
• Beam Test was performed by using CAVALIER and UW-FADC.
• Both CAVALIER waveform and UW-FADC waveform is a similar 

shape.
• the difference between CAVALIER waveform and UW-FADC 

waveform (amplitude, shaping time) 
Æ During this test, the time constant setup of low pass filter was 

not correct.

CT3 by CAVALIER

CT1 by UW-FADC

0.126(18dB att.)
× 20 (Gain)

0.251(12dB att.)
× 10 (Gain)

Frequency vs Gain
(CAVALIER)

→time[μs]

→
 in
te
ns
ity

extracting various information from the 
waveform of the signal 

What kind of data is saving ?
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Waveform digitizer (sampling ADC)
(an example at J-PARC neutrino beamline)

http://openit.kek.jp/project/fadc250

250Msample per sec.

MPPC: circuit board to supply voltage bias and get the signal

https://www.hamamatsu.com/jp/en/product/type/S13360-1325CS/index.html

(Example connection from Hamamatsu)

HV-IN 
(~56.7V)

Signal OUT
MPPC mounted inside

Lo
w
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Use 50Ohm in this demonstration 

It’s good if you can practice to 
build this by  
your own. 
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Beam Test for CT

T2K Collaboration Meeting@Tokai 106/Feb/2018

measured by 
UW-FADC

measured by 
CAVALIER

some 
magnets

We could confirm CAVALIER reads waveform for CT properly.  
• Beam Test was performed by using CAVALIER and UW-FADC.
• Both CAVALIER waveform and UW-FADC waveform is a similar 

shape.
• the difference between CAVALIER waveform and UW-FADC 

waveform (amplitude, shaping time) 
Æ During this test, the time constant setup of low pass filter was 

not correct.

CT3 by CAVALIER

CT1 by UW-FADC

0.126(18dB att.)
× 20 (Gain)

0.251(12dB att.)
× 10 (Gain)

Frequency vs Gain
(CAVALIER)

Figure 4: Estimation of the expected pressure bump when a
500 µs-long gas pulse of 1.5 ⇥ 10�9 kg is injected assuming
di�erent values for the valve conductance.

requires fast injection and fast pumpdown. This is achieved
by reducing the conductance of the gas injection valve line
as much as possible. Estimates of the conductance of the
currently installed gas line based on data taken so far show
that a conductance of only ⇠1 L/s has been achieved, while
conductance of around 10 L/s is desired, as shown in Fig. 4.

MITIGATING BACKGROUNDS
Beam induced background on both optical systems must

be mitigated in order to maximize the BIF signal to back-
ground ratio.

The Image Intensifier was found to produce a constant
beam-induced background of ⇠2.5 ⇥ 106 photons/spill over
the full surface area, most likely due to incident beam loss on
the MCP. This was reduced by a factor of ⇠0.6 by installing
a concrete hut around the optical system placed under the
beamline. Improvements in shielding could further reduce
this background, although increasing the Image Intensifier
gain could increase it.

Cherenkov light produced by beam loss particles incident
on the optical fiber array near the beamline also constitute a
considerable background. This background was reduced by
aggressive optical filtering, where wavelengths outside of
400±40 nm were cut, while the expected wavelength of the
BIF light is 390 nm [4]. An optical ba�e was also installed
to select light outgoing from the fibers at angles <12�. The
observed background and BIF light from the optical fibers
before and after background mitigation is shown in Fig. 5.
Various studies were also performed to extract the wave-
lengths of the induced background light and the BIF light,
and results will be released in a future publication.

FIRST PROFILE MEASUREMENTS
A series of in-situ beam tests were carried out, with di�er-

ent quantities of gas injected into the beamline at di�erent
times relative to the beam spill. A clear BIF signal was
observed with injected gas down to ⇠1⇥ 10�8 kg/pulse. The
intensity of the observed light was clearly correlated with
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Figure 5: Observed beam-induced background on an optical
fiber before and after background mitigation (with optical
filtering of 400±200 nm and 400±40 nm respectively). The
observed BIF signal light after mitigation is also shown.

the amount of injected gas and was correlated between the
two optical systems. The shape of the injected gas pulse
could be clearly mapped out by adjusting the relative timing
between the beam spill and gas injection.

The measured and extracted vertical beam profile from the
optical fiber and MPPC array is shown in Fig. 6. Analysis of
the MPPC data is ongoing to extract information about the
time-dependent distortion of the profile due to space charge
e�ects.

The measured horizontal and longitudinal beam profile
from the Image Intensifier and CID camera system is shown
in Fig. 7. A 1D projection of the extracted horizontal profile
is also shown.

The measured horizontal and vertical beam widths are
relatively consistent with the expected beam width at the
BIF monitor location based on an optics fit to neighboring
profile monitors. The measured vertical beam position is
also consistent with neighboring monitors, while additional
alignment and calibration of the camera system is neces-
sary to confirm that the horizontal beam position is also
consistent.

A precise calculation of the number of produced photons
as a function of the quantity of injected gas or the expected
gas pressure is underway.

IMPROVEMENTS TOWARDS A
WORKING MONITOR

Various upgrades to the BIF monitor working prototype
are necessary before continuous use is possible.

Further alignment and calibration of the optical systems is
necessary and is underway. Especially, mis-alignment of the
fiber taper relative to the Image Intensifier or CID camera
may be distorting the collected beam image shown in Fig. 7.

Currently, the required amount of gas injected for a clear
beam profile measurement is ⇠1 ⇥ 10�8 kg/pulse, while the
original design calls for injecting only 5 ⇥ 10�10 kg/pulse to
maintain ion pump lifetime. Improvements in the valve line

9th Int. Beam Instrum. Conf. IBIC2020, Santos, Brazil JACoW Publishing
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Transverse Profile and Emittance Monitors

https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IBIC2020-WEPP34

data are read out via 
network(GbE)

CAVALIER



process a signal generated in a detector 

and saving the interesting information on a storage

from wikipedia
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What is Data acquisition system(DAQ) ?



Event display of SK (water Cherenkov detector)

大型水チェレンコフ検出器の技術

4

• 大型水槽の壁面に光センサーを取り付けたリングイメージング型チェレンコフ検出器
• 反応点および荷電粒子の運動量(エネルギー, 方向)の再構成
• リングの特徴➔粒子識別: >99%以上の効率で𝜇/𝑒分離
• 有感領域=標的、大型化が可能➔稀な現象(ニュートリノ観測、核子崩壊探索)

Auto)fit

� First#ring#fit#to#obtain#most#
energetic#Cherenkov#ring#

� Basic#algorithm#:#determine#vertex#
where#time#residual#from#every#
PMTs becomes#minimum

� ���
���������
���� ��

� consider#scattering#photons

� We#use#this#goodness#parameter#
and#constraint#from#opening#angle#
by#ring#fit#(next#page)
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charge and hit timing of each PMT are recorded

大型水チェレンコフ検出器の技術

4

• 大型水槽の壁面に光センサーを取り付けたリングイメージング型チェレンコフ検出器
• 反応点および荷電粒子の運動量(エネルギー, 方向)の再構成
• リングの特徴➔粒子識別: >99%以上の効率で𝜇/𝑒分離
• 有感領域=標的、大型化が可能➔稀な現象(ニュートリノ観測、核子崩壊探索)
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A specific example (2): SuperKamiokande (SK)



Trigger and DAQ
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Introduction to DAQ

What is DAQ?

Main role of DAQ:

process the signals generated in a detector

and saving the interesting information on a permanent storage

Triggerless DAQ?

Wojciech BryliÒski (WUT) 06.11.2020 5 / 40

XIV International Workshop on Neutrino Telescopes (2011)A. Rubbia
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SuperK (Far) Detector

17

2011/3/11KEK Physics Seminar 15

Far Detector: SK-IV
�50kt Water Cherenkov detector (Fiducial 22.5kt)

@ underground (2700 m water equivalent)
�20’ ID PMT�11,129: 40% Photo coverage

+ 8’ OD PMT�1885 :
�Dead-time less DAQ system (2008~)
�Good performance for sub-GeV � detection

�1st oscillation maximum : E� ~0.6GeV at SK position.
�Charged current quasi-elastic (CC QE) interaction is 

dominant process.
• Good e / � separation
• Energy reconstruction: �E/E ~10% (�2-body kinematics)

��ICRR, Univ. of Tokyo

�e
neutron proton

e
�l

��
neutron proton

�
�l

Un-oscillated ��

Signal �e

MC

MC

3

Super-Kamiokande
� 50kton water
� 32kt ID viewed by 

20-inch PMTs
� ~2m OD viewed 

by 8-inch PMTs
� 22.5kt fid. vol. 

(2m from wall)
� Etotal=~4.5MeV 

energy threshold
� SK-I: April 1996~
� SK-IV is running

Electronics hutLINAC

Control room

Water and air 
purification system

SK

2km3km

1km
(2700mwe)

39.3m

41.4m

Atotsu
entrance

AtotsuMozumi

Ikeno-yama
Kamioka-cho, Gifu
Japan

Inner Detector (ID) PMT:   ~11100 (SK-I,III,IV),  ~5200 (SK-II)
Outer Detector (OD) PMT: 1885

ID

OD

http://www-sk.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/sk/

See J. Wilkesʼ talk

17Wednesday, March 16, 2011



Trigger
Trigger tells us when is the “right” moment to take data

00:00:05 00:00:07 00:00:11

PMT
10



Trigger
Trigger tells us when is the “right” moment to take data

11

Two cases: 

“periodic”  

and  

“physics process”
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Main parameters of MR

RCS

Injection
Slow extraction

Fast extraction

Neutrino beamline

Rf cavities

Beam abort line
Hadron 
Experimental Hall

3-50 BT

To Super-Kamiokande

Ring collimators

BT
collimators

Hadron beamline

Circumference 1567.5 m
Repetition rate ~ 0.3 Hz
Injection energy 3 GeV
Extraction energy 30 GeV(1st phase)

50 GeV (2nd phase)
Superperiodicity 3
h 9
Number of bunches 8
Rf frequency 1.67 - 1.72 MHz
Transition � j 31.7 (typical)

Number of dipoles 96
    quadrupoles 216 (11 families)
       sextupoles 72 (3 families)
         steerings 186

Number of cavities 4 in day-one

Three dispersion free straight sections of 116-m long:
   - Injection and collimator systems
   - Slow extraction�SX)
        to Hadron experimental Hall
   -MA loaded rf cavities and Fast extraction(FX) (beam is extracted inside/outside of the ring)
        outside:  Beam abort line
        inside:    Neutrino beamline ( intense � beam is send to SK)

RF captured beam 
   → synchronized with RF clock signal

Beam accelerated up to 30GeV is extracted every 1.36 seconds

Periodic trigger

e.g. J-PARC Main Ring extraction beam
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Periodic trigger

Beam Monitor

Beam

trigger 
(start)from 

accelerator

• record data from beam monitors for every 
beam extraction  

• can be 100% efficiency of recording if the 
processing time is less the repetition interval 

ADC ADC ADC

Processing

disk

01011011

Beam accelerated up to 30GeV is extracted every 1.36 seconds

e.g. J-PARC Main Ring extraction beam
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DAQ intro, Oct 20, 2015 10

Trivial DAQ with a trigger

Example: 
measure E decay 
properties
Our events are 
asynchronous and 
unpredictable

Need a 
physics trigger

Discriminator: 
generate an 
output signal only 
if amplitude of 
input pulse is 
greater than a 
certain threshold

input

Discriminator 
output

DAQ intro, Oct 20, 2015 9

Trivial DAQ with a trigger

Example: 
measure E decay 
properties
Our events are 
asynchronous and 
unpredictable

Need a 
physics trigger

Delay 
compensates for 
the trigger latency

Trigger based on a “physics” process 

ref. “Introduction to Trigger and DAQ”, M.Wielers (RAL)

• for example, β decay signal 

• simple case is a single sensor (e.g. MPPC) 
and with a “self-trigger” 

• a delay is necessary to compensate the 
trigger decision time
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Periodic
time

“physics” process 
time

interval is a constant

interval is NOT a constant
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Probability of time (in ms) between events for average decay 
rate of τ=1ms

pr
ob

ab
ili

ty
 d

en
sit

y 

time [ms]
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time [ms]

What is happened if a 
tigger is created (β 
decay occurs) when 
the system is busy ?

→ some of events may be lost 

(i.e. efficiency is NOT 100%)

Probability of time (in ms) between events for average decay 
rate of τ=1ms
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Trivial DAQ with a trigger

q

DAQ intro, Oct 20, 2015 12

Busy logic avoids 
triggers while 
processing

Which (average) 
DAQ rate can we 
achieve now?

o Reminder: 
W=1ms was 
sufficient to run 
at 1kHz with a 
clock trigger

f=1kHz
λ=1/R = 1ms

τ=1 ms

• to avoid trigger 
during the 
processing is busy, 
a veto logic (busy 
logic) is added
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Processing time

Digitizer
Processing diskMemory

data transfer

VME PIO : 1.5Mbytes/s → 267 ms 
VME DMA : 14Mbytes/s → 29 ms  
SDRAM : 1Gbytes/s → 0.4 ms

30 [bits/sample]  * 100 [samples/ch/event] * 1000ch  
= 0.4 Mbytes/event

data size : 

ex.) data size for charge, time information

disk writing speed : ~500Mbyte/s 
→ 0.8ms

this example shows the processing time of 0.4+0.8ms = 1.2ms

1 byte = 8 bits
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Efficiency

Deadtime and Efficiency
Due to stochastic fluctuations

DAQ rate < physics rate

Efficiency always < 100%

In our example: f=1kHz, =1ms
 = 1kHz / (1 + 1kHz 1ms) = 500Hz
 = 1 / (1 + 1kHz 1ms) = 50%

To have higher efficiency → f <<1
e.g. f=1kHz, >99% 

→  = 1/f (1/ - 1) = 0.1 ms
→ 1/>10kHz

DAQ intro, Oct 20, 2015 15

n = f
1+ f t

< f

e= 1
1+ f t

<1• Let us assume :  

• f : average rate of trigger (input) 

• w : average rate of accepted (output) 

• T : dead-time, i.e. necessary time to process an event 

• Probability : P[busy] = wT,  P[free] = 1- wT 

• w = f*P[free] → w=f*(1-wT)   

• DAQ efficiency is  w/f = 1/(1-wT)

if T=1ms, f = 1000Hz 
efficiency is 50%
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Basic concepts

De-randomization
What if we were able to make the system less

dependent on the arrival time of our signals?

Then we could ensure that events don’t arrive when the

system is busy – this is called de-randomization

Can be achieved by bu�ering the data

Wojciech BryliÒski (WUT) 06.11.2020 19 / 40

De-randomization

for example, oscilloscope has a memory to store some events
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Various trigger scheme

ADC

S1

S2

T

S1 & S2cosmic-ray

∑
i

Qi ≥ threshold

4.1. The track trigger 45

1st
L R

superlayer 0

'

r

1st
L R

superlayer 1 – 8

Figure 4.2.: Left: a track segment in the innermost superlayer consists of 15 wires in a
triangle configuration. The three innermost layers are not used because of
the high background level. Right: a track segment in the outer superlayers
consists of 11 wires in an hourglass shape configuration. The outermost
layer within each superlayer is not used. For each track segment three
priority wires are defined (1st priority, second priority Left and Right).

together with the priority timing. Note that the requirement for a track segment hit
guarantees that at least one of the priority wires is hit.

In addition to the timing, the track reconstruction modules receive a 2 bit left/right
state which denotes on which side of the wire the track passed. The left/right state
is determined from the hit pattern in the track segment and can be either left, right
or undecided. Undecided patterns include both realistic but ambiguous hit patterns,
where typically the track is very close to the wire, and unlikely hit patterns that can
only occur from the crossing of several tracks or background noise. Figure 4.3 shows
some examples of hit patterns and their respective left/right state.

The mapping from hit pattern to left/right state is determined from simulated tracks.
For each track segment hit, the hit pattern and the true left/right state are determined.
Then, for each pattern the number of hits with true left passage nL and the number

1st priority,
passage left

2nd priority left,
passage right

2nd priority right,
passage undecided

Figure 4.3.: Examples of track segment hits with different priority ID and left/right
state. The priority cell is shown in green.

3.2. The Belle II detector 31

VXD

CDC

PID

ECL

solenoid
KLM

e° 7 GeV

e+
4 GeV

µ

'

x

IP

y

z

Figure 3.3.: Overview of the Belle II detector [40], with the vertex detector (VXD), the
central drift chamber (CDC), the particle identification system (PID), the
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL), the solenoid, the KL and µ detector
(KLM) and a schematic of the Belle II coordinate system.

3.2.2. The vertex detector

The vertex detector (VXD) is the innermost subdetector, directly surrounding the inter-
action point. It is part of the tracking system and measures the trajectory of charged
particles close to the interaction point with maximal precision. By extrapolation and
matching of the tracks, the decay vertices of short-lived particles can be determined
with an accuracy of about 50µm [34]. As explained in section 2.4.3, this is essential to
measure time dependent CP violation. For comparison, the average distance between
the two B meson decay vertices is about 130µm [34].

The vertex detector is designed completely new for Belle II. It consists of two layers
of pixel detectors (PXD), followed by four layers of silicon strip detectors (SVD). The
PXD layers are located at radii of 14 mm and 22 mm, while the four SVD layers are
located between 38 mm and 140 mm from the z-axis. In contrast, the vertex detector
in Belle consisted only of a three layer silicon strip detector, with the innermost layer
at 30 mm [41]. The addition of the new pixel detector is possible because of the nano

several smart trigger condition 
utilizing a FPGA etc. as well as a 
multi-level trigger scheme are 
adopted at a large scale experiment

need to consider : trigger eff., decision time etc.  
(design of trigger scheme is important !)

→ G. Pronost’s talk for trigger 
system on Friday
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Introduction of neutrino 
beamline DAQ



Beam trigger & GPS

3

T2K (Tokai to Kamioka)  experiment

� High intensity �� beam from J-PARC MR to Super-Kamiokande @ 
295km

� Discovery of �e appearance � Determine �13
� Last unknown mixing angle
� Open possibility to explore CPV in lepton sector

� Precise meas. of �� disappearance � �23, �m23
2

� Really maximum mixing? Any symmetry? Anytihng unexpected?

132312sin ssse 


	� ��� � prob.  in term odd CP sin�12~0.5, sin�23~0.7, 
sin���<0.2)

Absolute time synchronization 
using GPS

Beam extraction trigger is provided by accelerator. 
This trigger is used to start DAQ and stored a absolute timestamp

24



Beam monitor
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Beam monitor
: Intensity (CT)
: Beam position (ESM)
: Profile (SSEM)
: Profile (OTR)
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Beam profile
Beam loss

intensity position
Beam 
profile
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Readout electronics

• COPPER-lite + FINESSE 

• 65MHz sampling ADC(12bits/sample) 

• Network readout

• CAVALIER 

• 160MHz or 250MHz sampling 
ADC(12bits/sample) 

• Network readout



Beam monitor readout
# of channel 

(# of ch. x # of det.)
readout frame other necessary equipments

SSEM (24ch+24ch) x 19 
= 912 ch

Finesse 
65MHz ADC

COPPER 
(KEK-9U-VME)

Attenuator(32ch, VME-9U) 
HV, moving structure control

ESM 4ch x 21 
= 88 ch

CAVALIER 
160MHz ADC VME-6U(normal) Attenuator(8 ch, VME-6U)

CT 1ch x 5 
= 5 ch

CAVALIER 
160MHz ADC VME-6U(normal) Attenuator(8 ch, VME-6U)

Loss 1ch x ~50 
= ~50 ch

Finesse 
65MHz ADC

COPPER 
(KEK-9U-VME)

HV, Interlock 
(Integrator,Comparator etc..)

OTR 1ch TRIUMF-custom 
(w/ FPGA)

Intel SC5295UP 
Chassis

Horn-CT 1ch x 18 
= 18 ch

Finesse 65MHz ADC  
(w/ 1MHz clock)

COPPER 
(KEK-9U-VME) Attenuator, Isolation

MUMON
49ch(IC)+26ch(SI)
+~5ch(DIA) 
= ~80 ch

Finesse 
65MHz ADC

COPPER 
(KEK-9U-VME)

Attenuator(8ch, VME-6U) 
HV

FxKm ~5ch CAVALIER 
160MHz ADC VME-6U(normal) Attenuator(8 ch, VME-6U)

Total # of ch =~1200 ch,   Total expected data size = ~1.1Mbytes/spill
27



Don't dicide "beam abort"

OTR
Fast subevb

UW-FADC
frontend

mevb

SYSTEM
Buffer

mlogger

disk

Monitor
written by  
user

Monitor
written by
user

Distributor

COPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPER

spill

MIDAS format

ROOT format

Event
Display

User terminal locates in CCR

Event
Display

Beam Tuning tools

Beam tuning
(SAD)

spill

spill

spill

spillonline
monitor

OTR
Full

GPSsubevb

COPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPERCOPPER

EPICS format

Beamline DAQ system

(based on MIDAS) S.Suzuki(KEK)28



Event
Builder

1170 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE, VOL. 62, NO. 3, JUNE 2015

Fig. 1. Five buildings on the neutrino beamline. D3, NU1, and NU2 are on
the primary beamline, whereas the Target Station and Muon Hut are on the sec-
ondary beamline. The Target Station is at the boundary between the primary and
secondary beamlines.

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the beamline DAQ system. The DAQ servers and
the core switch for the DAQ network are placed in the “NU1” building. A shift
crew in the Central Control Room monitors the beam status.

TABLE II
DETECTORS AND NUMBER OF CHANNELS

module. The numbers of channels for each detector are listed
in Table II.
The gate width for each of these ADCs is sec to cover the

spill width, but the Horn-CTs require a gate width of 80 msec
to cover the duration of current excitation. ADC modules for
Horn-CTs are based on the COPPER system, digitize signals
with a 1MHz sampling clock, and reduce the number of samples
by the firmware. Table III shows the data size from modules in
each building. The total event size is 1.35 MB, including the
image data from the OTR.

III. TIME SYNCHRONIZATION WITH SUPER-K
The beamline DAQ system sends the absolute time of beam

extraction measured by the LTC and the spill number to the far

TABLE III
DETECTORS AND DATA SIZES

detector, SK, to record the data even if no hit is observed at SK.
SK continuously samples and stores data in its memory buffer
using its unique DAQ system [8], [9], with the software trigger
deciding whether these data should be recorded in storage. The
SK DAQ system replies to timestamps sent from J-PARC, and
these replies are monitored and recorded by the beamline DAQ
system to evaluate transmission stability.
Absolute timestamps are sent from J-PARC to Kamioka via

Virtual Private Network (VPN) provided by SINET, and they
must arrive at SKwithin two seconds of extraction. If they arrive
later, the data are swept out from the buffer of the SK DAQ
system. The SK DAQ system always compares the timestamp
sent from J-PARC and the absolute time of its arrival to assess
the one-way delay from J-PARC to SK. If the delay exceeds one
second, an alert appears at the SK side.
To monitor of the VPN stability, the timestamp is always sent

to SK whether the beamline DAQ is running or not. If the beam-
line DAQ is not running, the spill timing signal is not sent from
the accelerator and the timestamp is generated by a dummy
trigger signal. This dummy trigger signal is also used at the be-
ginning of each run to confirm that the beamline DAQ system
is working correctly. Even when the VPN is out of service for
a short time during the beam operation of T2K, the beamline
DAQ must be able to accept data.
To cope with these two requirements, three processes run on

the PC to read the LTC: an LTC reader, which accesses LTC
via VME; a sender to the SK DAQ system; and a sender to the
beamline DAQ system. The first has two datagram sockets of the
UNIX domain to pass the timestamp to others. When the reader
receives a timestamp from the LTC, it immediately writes it to
both sockets. If one of the transfer processes is not running, the
write results in an error. If so, the reader reports the error, but it
does not stop reading the LTC.
The replies from SK to J-PARC use the same VPN, but these

replies do not determine whether the next injection is acceptable
or not. Therefore, the lateness of reply arrival is not problematic,
but a missing reply is a problem because it indicates that the data
have not been recorded at SK.
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1. Roles of the T2K beam shift 
 
   The T2K beam shift has to stay at the control room in the CCR building during the shift. 
Seated in front of jnumac01 (Fig.1.1), please watch the status of the online monitors. If 
monitor windows have been hung-up or disappeared, please refer the instructions in the 
chapter 6.5. 

 

Fig.1.1 ; Layout of the PCs for control of the T2K neutrino beam-line in CCR. 
 
1.1 In case of Troubles 
 
  If the beam shift encounters any troubles which cannot be solved with this manual, please 
call the neutrino shift leader (PHS 4774). When the accelerator beam stopped due to troubles 
of the equipment of the accelerator, and the recovery of them are done, please follow the 
instructions in chapter 4 to resume the beam operation, or to call the neutrino shift leader. 
After quality of the beam is checked, continuous beam operation be resumed. 
   If any troubles related to PPS (Personal Protection interlock System) were happened, 
regardless neutrino-PPS or accelerator-PPS, please call the neutrino shift leader (PHS 4774) 
immediately, and follow the instruction. The PPS  is an interlock system to protect persons 
from any hazards due to beam. If PPS alarms are happened, very careful checks of the status 
are needed, and the permissions from the radiation control officer and the facility 
administrator are necessary to resume the beam. 
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Summary

• Data acquisition system is briefly introduced  

• J-PARC neutrino beamline DAQ system is shown 
as an specific example


